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Collected Stories of Rudyard Kipling 1994-10-18
contains a selection of kipling s short stories

The Collected Stories of Evan S. Connell 1995
fifty six stories some new some republished in corset a wife does headstands in the nude to excite her
husband in au lapin gros a man falls for a woman s big feet and a cottage near twin falls is on a boring
cocktail party

Collected Stories of Willa Cather 2013-01-23
the most complete collection available of willa cather s remarkable short fiction collected stories brings
together all the stories published in book form during her lifetime along with two additional volumes
compiled after her death these nineteen stories resonate with all the great themes that cather staked out
like tracts of fertile land the plight of people hungry for beauty in a country that has no room for it the
mysterious arc of human lives and the ways the american frontier transformed the strangers who came
to it turning them imperceptibly into americans in these fictions cather displays her vast moral vision her
unerring sense of place and her ability to find the one detail or episode that makes a closed life open
wide in a single exhilarating moment

The Collected Stories of Elizabeth Bowen 2019-06-05
widely known for her much admired novels including the heat of the day the house in paris and the death
of the heart elizabeth bowen established herself in the front rank of the century s writers equally through
her short fiction this collection brings together seventy nine magnificent stories written over the course
of four decades vividly featuring scenes of bomb scarred london during the blitz frustrated lovers acutely
observed children and even vengeful ghosts these stories reinforce bowen s reputation as an artist
whose finely chiseled narratives rich in imagination psychological insight and craft transcend their time
and place

Collected Stories of Carson McCullers 1998-09-15
in one volume the complete short fiction of the author of the heart is a lonely hunter including her two
most renowned novellas carson mccullers novelist dramatist poet was at the peak of her powers as a
writer of short fiction here are nineteen stories that explore her signature themes including loneliness in
marriage and the tragicomedy of life in the south included in this volume are the member of the wedding
and the ballad of the sad café novellas that tennessee williams judged to be assuredly among the
masterpieces of our language mccullers patented the southern gothic genre that embraces grotesque
morbid characters with such pervading themes as unrequited love and wounded adolescence largely set
in the south and richly autobiographical her writings have endured because of their great power and
originality library journal

The Collected Stories of Amy Hempel 2007-09-18
a complete collection of short works offers insight into the progression of the writer s work throughout a
thirty year period and features among other tales the complete texts of at the gates of the animal
kingdom tumble home and the dog of the marriage reprint 25 000 first printing

The Collected Stories of 1926 - 1934: 38 previously
uncollected stories! 2013-11-20
this carefully crafted ebook the collected stories of 1935 1940 contains 25 previously uncollected stories
in one volume and is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents content
shaggy s morning the intimate strangers the passionate eskimo zone of accident fate in her hands too
cute for words image on the heart three acts of music the ants at princeton inside the house an author s
mother afternoon of an author i didn t get over send me in coach an alcoholic case trouble the honor of
the goon the long way out the guest in room nineteen in the holidays financing finnegan design in plaster
the lost decade strange sanctuary the end of hate francis scott key fitzgerald 1896 1940 was an
american writer of novels and short stories whose works have been seen as evocative of the jazz age a
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term he himself allegedly coined he is regarded as one of the greatest twentieth century writers
fitzgerald was of the self styled lost generation americans born in the 1890s who came of age during
world war i he finished four novels left a fifth unfinished and wrote dozens of short stories that treat
themes of youth despair and age he was married to zelda fitzgerald

Collected Stories 2003
collection of selected stories of the indian author

The Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield 2006
this collection allows the reader to become familiar with the complete range of mansfield s work from the
early satirical stories set in bavaria through the luminous recollections of her childhood in new zealand
and through the mature deeply felt stories of her last years

The Collected Stories of Arthur C. Clarke 2016-07-12
six decades of fascinating stories from the legendary colossus of science fiction and creator of 2001 a
space odyssey gathered in one compendium the new yorker arthur c clarke along with h g wells isaac
asimov and robert a heinlein was a definitive voice in twentieth century science fiction a prophetic
thinker undersea explorer and one of the true geniuses of our time clarke not only won the highest
science fiction honors the nebula and hugo awards but also received nominations for an academy award
and the nobel peace prize and was knighted for his services to literature ray bradbury now more than
one hundred works of the sci fi master s short fiction are available in the single author collection of the
decade booklist starred review this definitive edition includes early work such as rescue party and the
lion of comarre classics like the nine billion names of god and the sentinel which was the kernel of the
later novel and movie 2001 a space odyssey and later works including a meeting with medusa and the
hammer of god encapsulating one of the great science fiction careers of all time this immense volume
displays the author s fertile imagination and irrepressible enthusiasm for both good storytelling and
impeccable science library journal one of the most astounding imaginations ever encountered in print the
new york times as his collected stories helps to demonstrate there has been no popular writer since the
days of c s lewis and charles williams whose disposition is more nakedly apocalyptic who takes greater
pleasure in cradling eternity in the palm of his hand the guardian

The Collected Stories of Lydia Davis 2010-10-26
lydia davis is one of our most original and influential writers she has been called an american virtuoso of
the short story form salon and one of the quiet giants of american fiction los angeles times book review
now for the first time davis s short stories will be collected in one volume from the groundbreaking break
it down 1986 to the 2007 national book award nominee varieties of disturbance the collected stories of
lydia davis is an event in american letters

Collected Stories of Colette 1983
100 stories dating from 1908 to 1945

All the Days and Nights 2013-07-24
from the american book award winning author of ancestors and time will darken comes a masterful
collection of stories spanning more than 50 years a tour of a world that engages readers entirely and
whose characters command the deepest loyalty and tenderness

Ireland's Master Storyteller 1998-01-01
in this collection actor and seanchaí traditional storyteller Éamon kelly s finest stories are collected for
the first time stories of the real kerry and the magical past of the gobán saor the heartbreak of
emigration the stations the priests the courting and dancing the war between the sexes kelly mines a
rich seam of humour and sadness out of resilience of a people rich in hospitality and generosity
imagination culture and tradition
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The Collected Stories 1993-12-30
the collected stories a stunning volume of william trevor s unforgettable short stories william trevor is
one of the most renowned figures in contemporary literature described as the greatest living writer of
short stories in the english language by the new yorker and acclaimed for his haunting and profound
insights into the human heart here is a collection of his short fiction with dozens of tales spanning his
career and ranging from the moving to the macabre the humorous to the haunting from the penetrating
memories of youghal to the bittersweet bodily secrets and the elegiac two more gallants here are
masterpieces of insight depth drama and humanity acutely rendered by a modern master a textbook for
anyone who ever wanted to write a story and a treasure for anyone who loves to read them madison
smartt bell extraordinary mr trevor s sheer intensity of entry into the lives of his people proceeds to
uncover new layers of yearning and pain new angles of vision and credible thought the new york times
book review

フォークナー短編集 1955
two hundred and twelve short stories display o henry s insights into human emotions and the human
condition as well as portraying life from the american west to the tenements of new york city

Collected Stories of O. Henry 1979
this definitive collection establishes williams as a major american fiction writer of the twentieth century

Collected Stories 1994
these 31 stories span a literary career of more than 50 years and serve as a true testament to one of
america s most distinguished men of letters the boston globe here are tales of young love and older
wisdom of the order and consistency of the natural world and of the chaos contradictions and continuities
of the human being

Collected Stories of Wallace Stegner 1991
the collected stories of deborah eisenberg contains twenty seven short stories by a contemporary master
new york times since 1986 with the publication of her first story collection deborah eisenberg has
devoted herself to writing exquisitely distilled stories which present an unusually distinctive portrait of
contemporary american life to quote the macarthur foundation this one volume brings together
transactions in a foreign currency 1986 under the 82nd airborne 1992 all around atlantis 1997 and
twilight of the superheroes 2006 one of america s finest writers san francisco chronicle concentrated
bursts of perfection the times london

The Collected Stories of Deborah Eisenberg 2010-08-31
t coraghessan boyle is regarded as one of america s greatest living short story writers this publication
brings together all his stories into one volume

The Collected Stories Of T.Coraghessan Boyle 2014-11-06
the complete short stories including six previously uncollected works and one novella of award winning
british literary giant beryl bainbridge from one of the united kingdom s most famed female novelists
come nineteen different takes on the often cruel usually comic and utterly strange realities of human life
and imagination from the collection mum and mr armitage is the eponymous tale in which two pranksters
at a holiday resort play harmless jokes on the people and livestock that surround them until they must
pay the price for taking the fun too far in the longstop unspoken familial information collides with a game
of cricket and in people for lunch two lovers are ironically compelled to ruminate on the dilemmas of
adultery and among the previously uncollected work compiled here are the man from wavertree and
poles apart the former is a quick look into the eccentric world of rose and her tenant purdy who is trying
to sell his motorbike the latter tells the story of a popular woman in her late seventies who tells a lie in an
attempt to get out of a christmas party invitation only to find out her fib has come true collected stories
concludes with filthy lucre a victorian melodrama that author beryl bainbridge wrote when she was only
thirteen in this precocious tale a dying man asks a friend to take revenge on the family he thinks has
cheated him out of his inheritance what follows is a surprisingly mature and thoroughly sensational tale
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of murder deception love and treasure islands called a consummate storyteller by the sunday times
bainbridge was shortlisted for the man booker prize five times in her career and is perhaps best known
for her psychological novels the bottle factory outing and injury time however her short fiction hailed by
the times as impressive is equally masterful

Collected Stories 1994
library of america presents the first volume in a landmark two volume collector s edition of the
incomparable stories of an american master born into an upper class new york family edith wharton
broke with convention and became a professional writer earning an enduring place as the grande dame
of american letters this library of america collection along with its companion volume collected stories
1911 1937 presents the finest of wharton s achievement in short fiction drawn from the more than eighty
stories she published over the course of her career opening with her first published story the charming
mrs manstey s view about a disruption in the life of an elderly apartment dweller this first of two volumes
presents a writer already at the height of her powers beginning to explore the concerns of a lifetime in
souls belated two lovers attempt to escape the consequences of their adultery a subject to which
wharton returns throughout her career in the mission of jane about a remarkable adopted child and the
pelican about an itinerant lecturer she discovers her gift for social and cultural satire perhaps the finest
of her ghost stories the eyes with its jamesian sense of evil is also included along with two novella length
works the touchstone and sanctuary revealing the dazzling range of wharton s fictive imagination also
included in this edition are a chronology of wharton s life explanatory notes and an essay on the texts
library of america is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our
nation s literary heritage by publishing and keeping permanently in print america s best and most
significant writing the library of america series includes more than 300 volumes to date authoritative
editions that average 1 000 pages in length feature cloth covers sewn bindings and ribbon markers and
are printed on premium acid free paper that will last for centuries

Edith Wharton: Collected Stories Vol 1. 1891-1910 (LOA #121)
2001-01-29
these pulitzer prize winning stories represent the major short works of fiction by one of the most
distinctively american stylists of her day jean stafford communicates the small details of loneliness and
connection the search for freedom and the desire to belong that not only illuminate whole lives but also
convey with an elegant economy of words the sense of the place and time in which her protagonists find
themselves the collected stories of jean stafford includes the acclaimed story an influx of poets which has
never before appeared in book form

The Collected Stories of Jean Stafford 2017-04-04
the only hardcover edition of roald dahl s stories for adults the collected stories amply showcases his
singular gifts as a fabulist and a born storyteller later known for his immortal children s books including
charlie and the chocolate factory james and the giant peach and the bfg dahl also had a genius for adult
short fiction which he wrote throughout his life whether fictionalizing his dramatic exploits as a royal air
force pilot during world war ii or concocting the ingeniously plotted fables that were dramatized on
television as tales of the unexpected dahl was brilliant at provoking in his readers the overwhelming
desire to know what happens next and at satisfying that desire in ways that feel both surprising and
inevitable filled with devilish plot twists his tales display a tantalizing blend of macabre humor and the
absurdly grotesque from the landlady about an unusual boardinghouse that features a small but very
permanent clientele to pig a brutally funny look at vegetarianism to man from the south in which a
fanatical gambler does his betting with hammer nails and a butcher s knife dahl s creations amuse and
shock us in equal measure gleefully reminding us of what might lurk beneath the surface of the ordinary

Collected Stories of John O'Hara 1984
this new and timely anthology contains the very best of huth s three short story collections monday lunch
in fairyland such visitors and another kind of cinderella together with two wonderful new pieces angels
bending near the earth a tale of christmas and competitive friends and the wife and a half about a
woman bewitched by a conversation about byron
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Collected Stories of Roald Dahl 2006-10-17
the literary event of 2001 is now the paperback event of 2002 the collected stories of richard yates
gathers the late author s powerful and peerless short fiction in one comprehensive volume praised by
such authors as michael chabon stewart o nan robert stone and richard russo and universally acclaimed
in reviews across the country the collected stories is the crowning jewel in what has been the rediscovery
of one of our greatest american writers

The Collected Stories of Angela Huth 2003
for over three decades price has been one of america s most distinguished writers now he shows himself
as much a master of the story as he is of the novel in a volume that presents the works of two earlier
collections the names and faces of heroes and permanent errors combined with many more that have
never appeared in book form

The Collected Stories 1993
異能の少女とドラゴン チョコを食べるステッキ 機械オンチのsf作家 でぶ魔法使い 椅子男 悲恋の乙女 身長二センチの勇者 とてつもなくワガママなお客を追い出してスッキリ ちびネコ姫の冒険
に心おどらせ 健気なロボットの奮闘にホロリ 初期の傑作ファンタジーからsf ファン必読の自伝的エッセーまで18編を収めた豪華短編集 小学校中 高学年

The Collected Stories of Richard Yates 2002-05-03
an illustrated collection of more than 200 stories arranged in chronological order of publication

Collected Stories 1997-04-01
pushkin s prose tales are the foundation stones on which the great novels of turgenev tolstoy and
dostoevsky were built but they are also brilliant and fascinating in their own right in both prose and verse
pushkin was one of the world s great storytellers direct and dramatic clear sighted vivid and passionate
this new and expanded everyman s edition of his stories includes all the mature work in addition to such
novella length masterpieces as the captain s daughter and the tales of belkin the collection now contains
many more short pieces and the masterly history of pugachev a powerful account of the man who
rebelled against catherine the great this version is translated by paul debreczeny and walter arndt

The Collected Stories 1993
horace rumpole witty eloquent dishevelled and cynical is one of fiction s best loved barristers at law in
these twenty classic tales rumpole battles through the old bailey whether defending various members of
an incompetent south london crime family taking on haute cuisine chefs and showfolk or mocking the
pomposity of his own profession all the while being held in check by his wife hilda the wonderful
fearsome she who must be obeyed these collected stories in penguin modern classics for the first time
are a definitive introduction to one of the wisest and wittiest characters in british comic writing and a
reminder of what justice should really be about with a new introduction by sam leith former literary editor
of the daily telegraph and contributor to the evening standard guardian and spectator

魔法!魔法!魔法! 2007-12
greg bear is one of the greatest science fiction writers of the late twentieth century he has a powerful
voice combining the intense rationality of science with the intensely passionate characters that can only
be created by a writer who loves humanity bear s novel moving mars won the nebula award in 1994 and
he did it again in 2000 with darwin s radio he has been honored with hugo and nebula nominations for
novel length work eight more times but greg bear s short fiction is even more astounding as this powerful
career retrospective demonstrates this collection contains bear s earliest published fiction from the late
1960s and early 1970s as well his remarkable award winning work from the 80s and 90s stories like the
hugo and nebula award winning novella length version of blood music and the hugo and nebula award
winner tangents this collection is enhanced by brand new introductions for each story commentary and
reminiscences by greg bear
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Collected Stories 1986
this magisterial collection of short works by nobel prize winning author william faulkner reminds readers
of his ability to compress his epic vision into narratives as hard and wounding as bullets among the 42
selections in this book are such classics as a bear hunt a rose for emily two soldiers and the brooch

The Collected Stories of Alexander Pushkin 1999-05-18
it is the stories upon which cynthia ozick s literary reputation rests she writes about bitterness cruelty
and compulsion with brutal acuity and tenderness she has created a timeless collection in which greek
mythology superstition and the religious and cultural experience of the jewish diaspora in america collide
the pagan rabbi is seduced by a tree sprite after seeing his daughter rescued from drowning by a water
sprite such ecstasy is not permitted to mortals and so the scholar must die he hangs himself with his
prayer shawl as he watches the strangely beautiful nymph decay in envy a yiddish poet who watches the
success of a contemporary becomes very like a character in an i b singer story entrapped by his anguish
and haunted by the memory of a child in the doctor s wife the most gentle of the stories a poor doctor
not unlike chekhov endures family life in which he is adored by his three sisters and oppressed by his
family obligations in these stories we see ozick defining herself and her literary territory the stories may
be read purely as evocations of jewish experience where time seems to have by passed these characters
in the butterfly and the traffic light jerusalem is seen upon a hill as only it can be in legend and america
is said not to have cities scarred by battles this is a dazzling collection of short stories by an
internationally celebrated novelist

The Collected Stories of Rumpole 2013-04-04
美しき陶芸教師と15歳の教え子 ふたりはあまりにもイノセントで 淫らだった 真相を綴ったこの覚え書きは慈愛にみちた救済か 欺瞞にみちた告発か 人間心理の内奥に迫る毒気たっぷりの告白
の書

The Collected Stories of Greg Bear 2003-03-19

Collected Stories of William Faulkner 1977

Collected Stories 2006

Collected Stories 2005-10-25

あるスキャンダルについての覚え書き
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